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Strategic Framework: Setting the foundation 

Australian Athletics has created a framework to 
guide the development of the Strategy 2022 -
2025

This strategy sets the direction of the sport over 
the next 3 years with a focus on alignment, 
capturing the collective value and achieving 
growth.

Once established the Australian Athletics Board 
and senior executive team will work with state 
and territory member associations to build a long-
term Strategic Plan 2023-2032 to inform future 
direction and investment in the sport.

Values

Vision

Purpose

Strategic Priorities

Outcomes

Activities

Measures



Seeing and taking advantage of the opportunities as a unified sport

It is an exciting time for athletics in Australia, as two national bodies unite, creating one aligned vision and purpose
to transform athletics into Australia’s most thriving community, connecting everyone to athletics for life. Through
unification, the sport will represent and connect to a much larger and more diverse community, creating endless
opportunities for everyone to experience the joy, freedom and fun of participating and to achieve greater outcomes for
the sport and the community.

The past two years have presented the sport industry with the most challenging of times. Covid 19 has been the
disruption of all disruptions. We live in a complicated, complex and uncertain world making the need to monitor the
environment and agree on the right strategy more important than ever. Sport is challenged by tradition, compliance,
history, unilateral ways of thinking and doing things that make change very difficult. Covid 19 has given
sport organisations a license to think differently, find solutions and make change.

This combined with the constantly changing way everyone in Australia engages with sport means that Athletics in
Australia must recreate, reimagine and rethink how we engage with the community. Customer led insights and digital
transformation will enable the sport to design and deliver better ways for everyone to participate in our sport.

Australian Athletics, in collaboration with all levels of the sport, will design new spaces, inclusive spaces and spaces
that consider how communities want to participate. Because everyone in Australia matters.



Our commitment to our community

• We will act collectively in the best interests of athletics

• We will have a talented and highly engaged workforce

• We will put participants at the centre of our decision making

• Inclusion and diversity is part of everything we do

• Digital is part of our DNA

• We will get things done and are focused on what counts

• We will exploit our strengths and drive innovation hard

• We will tell our story well

• We will value the contribution of everyone

Our Values

INCLUSION INTEGRITY INNOVATION EXCELLENCE COLLABORATION

*values to be refreshed on establishment of new entity



Vision Athletics to become Australia’s most thriving community

Purpose Connecting Australians to athletics for life

Priority

Create an aligned 
organisation that 

positions Athletics as 
Australia's number 1 

sport

Hook children on 
Athletics

Create experiences 
that build confidence 

and inspire 
movement –

anywhere and for 
everyone

Deliver 
environments that 

create well rounded 
athletes who 

perform at their 
best on the world 

stage

Output

Sustainable growth and 
greater value for the athletics 

community

Positive experiences that 
increases participation of 

children in athletics

Growing participation that 
reflects Australia’s 

diversity

Improved international 
success

Outcome

A well governed and 
managed sport that is a 

positive contributor to the 
community

Involvement in athletics 
improves physical literacy 

levels of Australian children

Athletics has more 
participants and our 

community reflects the 
rich diversity of Australia

A sustainable high 
performance system 

that optimises 
athlete performance



Measures

Vision Athletics to become Australia’s most thriving community

Purpose Connecting Australians to athletics for life

Priority

Create an 
aligned organisation 

that positions Athletics 
as Australia's number 

1 sport

Hook children on Athletics
Create experiences that 

build confidence and 
inspires movement –

anywhere and 
for everyone

Deliver environments 
that create well 

rounded athletes 
who perform at 
their best on the 

world stage

Measures

(Measures will be 
confirmed once 
benchmarking has 
been completed.)

1. Government investment 
increase XX% by XX

2. Employee satisfaction 
reach XX% by XX

3. Compliance with ASC 
Governance Standards at 
XX

4. % of revenue from non-
government sources by 
XXXX

1. LA brand awareness reach % 
increase by XX

2. Participation rates: Retention 
of Little Athletics reach % by XX

3. Participation in Little Athletics 
school program reach XX by XX

4. Physical literacy XX

1. Diversity and inclusion 
index reaching % by XX

2. Retention of youth age 
groups reach % by XX

3. Member satisfaction reach 
% by XX

4. Reach # Coaches, # Officials 
and # Volunteers by XX

5. Connect with XX 
recreational participants 
through XX by XX

1. # medals/PBRs achieved 
by XX

2. A HP athlete pathway in 
every discipline

3. Increased diversity 
representation, and in 
particular women in HP 
leadership by XX% by XX

4. Athlete wellbeing rating 
of XXX



Strategic Priority 
Create an aligned organisation that positions Athletics as Australia's number 1 sport

WHY

• Little Athletics Australia it is not formally recognised by the

Commonwealth Government and does not benefit from, nor

have access to, the resources, advice and support from Sport

Australia and other international and national bodies

• With junior and senior athletics combined in Australia, the

sport will have the commercial and political muscle, exposure

and funding to significantly grow participation and fans

• The power and story of athletic endeavour could be a nation

building force and change agent

• Combining the assets of both organisations creates new

opportunities to free up resources to nationalise great ideas

and innovations, create stronger pathways, and improve

consumer experiences and connection, for all those in the

athletics’ family

• One strategy, an integrated workforce and clear roles and

responsibilities will enable the sharing of resources,

experience and knowledge for the good of the whole sport

Activities
• Maximise long-term sustainable revenue to drive investment across the sport 

and grow the athletics economy
• Create thriving environments where our community feels safe and are supported 

to excel and grow
• Use technology to deliver one-of-a-kind experiences for fans, participants and 

volunteers
• Create smart sport platforms, systems and policies
• Celebrate athletics and inspire everyone’s passion for the sport
• As a collective, run inclusive events and competitions which meet the need of 

participants, coaches, officials and volunteers and ignites their passion for 
athletics

OUTCOME: A well governed and managed sport that is a positive contributor 
to the community

Success Indicators:
• Athletics is an influential voice in the community
• Athletics is a way of life. It is something that is loved by many at all levels.
• Consumers connecting and engaging with the sport in flexible ways
• Athletics is a valued partner and benefits from its profile and reach
• One connected athletics has changed the profile, participation and commercial 

benefits for the sport
• Athletics has nurtured a workforce that is driving a contemporary sport – it’s a 

great place to work
• A more cohesive system aligned and collaborating on a shared vision



Strategic Priority 

Hook children on athletics

WHY

• 81% of Australian children are not meeting the recommended

Australian activity guidelines with an increasing number

identified as developmentally vulnerable in their physical

health and wellbeing

• Children’s first interactions and experiences are crucial to

create a lifelong interest and connection with sport and

physical activity. Children who grow up playing sport are

more likely to remain active as adults

• Athletics has one of the largest footprints in schools across

Australia and as such is well placed to develop children’s

physical literacy.

• While children participate in athletics at school, the majority

don’t join athletics clubs and continue engagement with the

sport beyond their school years. The latest AusPlay data

shows that only 3.7% of adult (15+) participation was

organised through a club or association.

• Young consumers are looking for exciting sport experiences

that are creating authentic connections through technology

• Parents and carers play an important role in influencing a

child's behaviour and a unique opportunity to help their

children develop lifelong engagement and enjoyment with

sport and physical activity

Source: National Sport Plan - Sport 2030; Australian Sports Commission, AusPlay Data

Activities
• Embed physical literacy and inclusive design principles into products
• Leverage the iconic strength of the Little Athletics brand and refresh participation 

formats for children to provide a clear and consistent pathway from the school to 
our clubs and centres

• Expand opportunities for children under the age of five to experience physical 
activity in an athletics environment

• Create an engaging user experience through the use of technology
• Build valuable connections between high performance athletes, junior athletes 

and their communities

OUTCOME: Involvement in athletics improves physical literacy levels of 
Australian children

Success Indicators:
• Every child who participates in athletics has a positive and unforgettable 

experience
• Every parent and child understands the importance of physical literacy and can 

track their progress
• Parents believe athletics is critical to their children’s development and wellbeing, 

and play a critical role in the development of a long-term interest in sport e
• Parents and carers enjoy volunteering and contributing to the athletics 

community
• Participation for children in athletic centres and clubs becomes a way of life



Strategic Priority 
Create experiences that build confidence and inspire movement – anywhere and for everyone

WHY

• Athletics has the potential to deliver sustainable solutions for 

Australia’s big issues – mental health, community connection and 

physical inactivity

• Sport and physical activity consumption patterns, products and 

experiences are ever changing in a highly competitive 

marketplace

• Facilities and products must be safe, consistent and fit-for-purpose 

if they are to be accessible and appeal to non-traditional markets

• Teenagers dropping out of athletics are seeking opportunities 

outside the existing structures and pathways that are closely 

aligned with their personal motivations - competitive, social or 

fitness experiences

• Parents, participants, coaches and officials face inconsistencies in 

rules, regulations, equipment specifications and product delivery 

across age groups and organisations, which can disadvantage, de-

motivate or confuse participants

• The coach/deliverer is the most important factor for ongoing 

participation. Participant-centred coaching and officiating is a key 

tenet of successful educational frameworks

Activities
• Quantify the impact of Australian Athletics on Australia’s big issues
• Deliver contemporary products and delivery models that enable participation in 

athletics everywhere
• Deliver education, support and resources for volunteers through a centre and 

club development platform
• Understand the need, location and condition of infrastructure required to 

support participation growth
• Enhanced digital platforms to develop and support coaches and officials at every 

level
• Generate a plan for pre and post event legacy from Brisbane 2032

OUTCOME: Athletics has more participants and our community reflects 
the rich diversity of Australia

Success Indicators:
• Athletics is an engaging experience for all Australians and is the centre of 

community life
• In every way athletics represents and connects to larger and more diverse 

communities
• Australians can participate in athletics anywhere – track, ovals, stadia, halls, 

parks and homes
• Every coach and official understands their role and impact on a participant’s life
• Volunteers are well educated and highly valued by the sport

Source: Australian Sports Commission Participation across life stages data



Strategic Priority 
Deliver environments that create well rounded athletes who perform at their best on the 
world stage

WHY

Note: The Athletics Australia high performance team 
have commenced work on the high performance strategy. The post 
Olympics and Paralympics review will provide valuable data and 
insights to inform the long term high performance strategy.
This work, which will involve broad engagement with stakeholders, 
will be completed by December 21.

The material included in this document is based on the 2021-2024 
Athletics Australia High Performance strategy. Activities

• Provide for and support our high-performance coaches
• Optimise athlete performance on the day it counts
• Establish and build our pipeline of athletic talent
• Provide holistic support and welfare for our athletes
• Engage athletes and enable coaches through an event group focus
• Embed consistent world class daily training environments across the nation
• Develop a system-wide approach to high performance leadership
• Learn from the past Olympic cycle, develop a courageous strategy for Los 

Angeles 2028 and start preparation for Brisbane 2032
• Promote the benefits of a newly established connection between high 

performance and junior participation

OUTCOME: A sustainable high-performance system that optimises athletics 
performance

Success Indicators:
• Athletes consistently reach podium or achieve personal bests at major 

international events
• A united and collaborative high-performance system
• A robust and evidence-based approach that guides investment
• Coaches appointed to benchmark events reflect the diversity of our sport
• Our sporting champions are a positive influence on the community



ONEATHLETICS.COM.AU
Athletics House, Aughtie Drive Albert Park VIC 3206


